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1

South African APP
1.1 Background

The Department of Home Affairs (DHA) of South Africa is the lead Department in the implementation
of Advance Passenger Processing (APP), enabling the Government of South Africa to perform advance
passenger screening for all passengers and crew travelling by air to, from and through South Africa.
The government is focused on reducing the number of inadmissible persons arriving at ports of entry
and has mandated that all airlines comply with the directive of becoming APP compliant. By working
together with Airlines DHA will reduce the administrative overheads associated with intervening at the
point of entry and having to impose fines on airlines for allowing inadmissible persons on board flights
to South Africa.

Complying with this enhanced border control mandate benefits airlines financially by avoiding fines and
associated costs for allowing inadmissible persons to arrive in South Africa as well as the additional
penalties for non-compliance with APP. It also enhances security in that known high risk passengers
are denied boarding flights to South Africa.

Following successful certification testing as described in paragraph 5, airlines may access the APP
system across the world-wide airline network, using integrated APP interfaces. Airlines may also submit
transactions to the South African APP system through a web-based service, the Carrier Portal. The
Portal supports submission of transactions for individual crew or batches of crew.

1.2 Benefits of APP
The benefits of APP are:
Increased facilitation capacity at the relevant ports of entry.
Reduction in processing required upon arrival i.e. speeding-up of processing at the airport.
Improved visitor experience.
Enhanced security through the knowledge that checks are performed on passengers prior to
boarding.

1.3 The use of this Guide
Airlines should bring the content of the Guide to the attention of all airline staff and authorised check in
agents that transmit passenger and crew transactions on behalf of the airline to APP by providing
training.
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2

South African requirements for Passengers and Crew

Carriers must send APP transactions for all passengers travelling to, from and through South Africa,
regardless of nationality and regardless of whether or not the passenger intends to enter South Africa
or remain in direct transit.
APP transactions are also required for on-duty crew as well as off-duty crew who are being repositioned.
Airline staff must, in addition to complying with APP, still carry out appropriate checks, such as face-topassport comparisons to identify fraudulent passports and impostors, and to ensure the passenger
complies with South African entry requirements.

2.1 South African Entry Requirements
Airlines should ensure that foreigners travelling to South Africa meet the following requirements:
A recognised and ICAO compliant machine readable passport / travel document valid for no less
than 30 days after the intended departure date; containing at least two unused pages. One unused
page is used for the issuing of a visa, if required, by a South African mission abroad or by the
Department’s Head Office in South Africa (the latter in the case of an extension of stay). The second
unused page is utilised by Immigration at the South African port of entry for endorsing the arrival
and departure;
A valid visa, if required;
A return / onward ticket; and
A valid Yellow Fever immunisation certificate if the journey starts in or entails passing through the
yellow fever belt of Africa or South America.
The Children’s Act, 2005 (Act No 38 of 2005) stipulates that parents and legal guardians should give
written consent in order for minors to travel either accompanied or unaccompanied to and from
South Africa when either or both parents/guardians are not travelling with them. Please refer to the
DHA website advisory on the following link: http://www.dha.gov.za/

2.2 Data Requirements
Carriers must provide the following bio-data for all passengers and crew (see Attachment A):
Required fields

Accepted formats / characters

Date of birth

A to Z (upper or lower case)
Hyphen (-)
Apostrophe (')
Space (only one space accepted)
No other special characters accepted.
A to Z (upper or lower case)
Hyphen (-) in cases where given name(s) are not available
Apostrophe (')
Space (only one space accepted)
No other special characters accepted.
e.g 01-JAN-2010

Sex

M, F, X

Nationality

Three letters - upper or lower case

Family name

Given names
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Travel document Issuing State

Three letters - upper or lower case (only required where issuing
state and nationality are not the same)

Travel document type

P - Passport, O - Other, N - No Document

Travel document number

RSA passports formats as per Attachment B

Travel document expiry date

e.g 01-JAN-2020

2.3 Passport requirements
The travel document presented by the passenger must be machine readable and must contain:
the full names and surname, date and place of birth of the holder;
a photograph clearly and correctly depicting the facial features of that holder;
gender and nationality;
travel document type and number;
the name of the issuing authority;
the place and date of issuance;
at least two unused visa pages when presenting the passport for the purpose of endorsing a visa;
and
the expiry date thereof.

2.4 Passports not accepted by South Africa
International organisations such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund issue official
passports. These passports are not accepted by South Africa. Such persons should travel on the
national passports of their countries. The World Service Authority is an organisation that issues so
called “World Passports” to individuals, indicating their nationality as “citizen of the world”. Neither the
organisation nor its passport is recognised by South Africa.

The International Red Cross issues travel documents to displaced persons based on biographical data
provided by the person. South Africa does not recognise these documents.

The African Export-Import Bank issues Laissez-Passers to their members which are also not accepted
by South Africa.

Foreigners travelling to South Africa should be in possession of passports or travel documents that are
fully ICAO compliant.

Foreign emergency travel documents (ETD) and other single page travel

certificates are only accepted for departure from South Africa, provided the traveller is a national of the
issuing state of the document and is not travelling via another country to his or her country of nationality.
Only in a life threatening emergency will South Africa accept a traveller on a manually issued ETD for
inbound travel.

South Africa does not accept expired machine readable travel documents (MRTD) or MRTD that have
been extended, either manually or electronically.
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Travel documents issued by the following international organisations are accepted by South Africa:
United Nations (UN), excluding all UN agencies;
African Union (AU);
European Union (EU);
Southern African Development Community (SADC); and
African Development Bank (ADB).

However, South African citizens who are holders of the above documents are required by law to enter
and depart South Africa on their national passports.
Some states that are members of regional groupings such as the EU and the Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS) issue travel documents to their nationals but the cover of the document
bears the name of the regional organisation. In these cases, the nationality of the holder determines
whether a visa is required.

2.5 Processing of Various Travel Document Holders
2.5.1

Military officials and their dependants

Members of military forces attending training and other military related matters with the South African
National Defence Force (SANDF) are exempt from visa requirements, provided they are in possession
of letters of invitation from the SANDF as well as letters of consent from the military force of which they
are members. They are however required to enter and depart the country with valid passports.

2.5.2

Travel Documents issued to Non South African citizens

South Africa from time to time issues Documents for Travel Purposes to persons who are unable to
obtain a travel document from their country of origin whilst 1951 Convention Travel Documents are
issued to foreigners with refugee status in the country in terms of the 1951 UN Convention on the Status
of Refugees. The document is valid for all countries except the person’s country of origin.
Passengers travelling on these types of document should be processed using the Titre De
Voyage/Travel Document option. The APP check-in request should contain their full biographic details
and Travel Document Type should be set to ‘O’.
APP will respond with ‘8503: BOARD IF DOCS OK’ requiring the check-in agent to examine the validity
and authenticity of the document prior to boarding the passenger.
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2.5.3

Passengers without travel documents

All persons travelling to and from RSA must be in possession of a valid document. Passengers stranded
abroad without the requisite travel documents should not be accepted for travel, but be referred to the
relevant local Embassy or High Commission in order to apply for an emergency passport.
Most airlines’ DCS do not provide for check-in without a valid passport or recognised travel document.

2.5.4

Passengers with a Valid Visa in an Old Passport

A passenger may present at check-in with two passports: An expired or full passport containing a valid
visa issued by South Africa and a new current passport.
Passengers travelling with two passports should be processed in APP using their new passports.

2.5.5

Endorsees

Despite international requirements to the contrary, some countries still continue to issue ‘family
passports’ where multiple persons are recorded on a single passport. Typically the parent will be the
passport holder and the passport will also contain endorsees: Spouse and/or child/children of the
passport holder. South Africa requires a separate passport in respect of each person.

2.5.6

Crew

For international scheduled flights, on duty crewmembers do not require visas. They need to be
processed through APP on either their national passports or crewmember certificates. The APP checkin request should indicate that this is a crew transaction by setting the Pax/Crew Indicator to ‘C’ and
should contain their full biographic details. In the case of crew travelling on their certificates, Travel
Document Type should be set as ‘O’.
APP will respond with ‘8503: BOARD IF DOCS OK’ requiring the check-in agent to examine the validity
and authenticity of the document prior to boarding the crewmember.
For positioning crew, the same regulations apply.
Crewmembers do not require visas except when travelling in their private capacity; in which case they
are subject to the normal requirements relating to passengers. Crewmembers who use their national
passports on international scheduled flights must on arrival produce crewmember identification in order
to qualify for visa exemption. A General Declaration may be called for in order to verify the person as
on duty crew.
Certified airlines should apply for user accounts on the APP Carrier Portal by completing the application
provided (Attachment C) and in cases where a user needs to reset his/her password the application
form provided (Attachment D) must be completed. The link to access the APP Carrier Portal is:
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https://www.carriers.cborders.co.za and the Carrier Portal Manual, which is on the Portal, should at all
times be adhered to.

Crewmembers of ships travelling to the RSA to join a vessel in a South African sea port do not require
visas but should be in possession of valid national or seafarer’s passports as well as a letter from the
ship’s agent containing an undertaking of responsibility for the person.

2.5.7

Dual citizens

South African citizens who also have citizenship of another country are not permitted to use their foreign
passports for entry to and departure from South Africa, unless they are minors (under the age of 18).
Major South African citizens are required by law to present their South African passports to South
African Immigration upon entering and departing from South Africa. However, when performing APP
on these passengers, the passport that will be used to enter the destination country should be used.

2.5.8

Foreign Nationals with Permanent Residence status in RSA

Proof of Permanent Residence (PR) will no longer be endorsed in passports. Travellers must use their
Permanent Residence Permits to travel with (Attachment E). In cases where a traveller has lost or
misplaced their original PR Permit, the Department will issue a letter in lieu of a P R Permit (Attachment
F). The system response will be "BOARD IF DOCS OK".

2.5.9

United Nations travel document holders

In the case where a passenger is travelling on a United Nations travel document, the document type to
be selected is “Other – O”. The nationality should be entered, as per information received from the
passenger. The issuing state should be entered as United Nations.

3

APP Processing Guidelines
3.1 APP Transactions

Airline staff and their authorised ground handlers performing check in of passengers should do so, as
far as possible, by swiping the Machine Readable Zone (MRZ) of the passport instead of manually
entering the data. Should data be captured manually, the information as it is displayed in the MRZ of
the passport should be used. The highest standards of data quality and accuracy should at all times
be ensured. Entering fictitious or altered data for the purpose of obtaining a positive boarding advice is
a serious infringement and will be severely penalised. Where passengers perform self-check-in airlines
must ensure that the bio data on the boarding pass corresponds with that in the passport, prior to
boarding the passenger.
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Check In
An APP check-in transaction must be performed on each and every passenger being boarded,
without exception. This includes passengers who are passing through a South African port either
on a transiting flight, or transferring from one flight to another. This also includes crew and
repositioning crew. All travellers on inbound and outbound flights must be approved through APP.

Override
When instructed by DHA, airlines should provide an override transaction as explained below.

Cancellation
Airlines should request a cancellation for passengers who were previously processed through APP,
but do not actually board the flight.

Flight close
Airlines should notify the APP system when a flight has been closed. This is achieved using the
Manifest Request message.
Note: If further APP transactions are submitted after the flight has been closed, APP will reopen
the flight automatically. The check-in agent will be required to submit another flight close message
after processing of check-in transactions is complete.
The flight close message should be sent as soon as all passengers and crew have boarded.

3.2 APP System Responses
3.2.1

Check-in Responses

The APP system provides one of the following responses for an APP check-in request. Each response
will require an airline action as detailed below. In all cases listed below the airline should check that the
passport is not fraudulent or used by an imposter. See Attachment G for suggested checks.
OK TO BOARD (8501)
Airlines should board the passenger/crewmember.
DO NOT BOARD (8502)
Airlines should not allow the passenger/crew to board.
Note: Unlike other APP systems ‘A’ Override will not be allowed for this boarding directive issued by
South African APP. If a DO NOT BOARD directive is given, the check-in agent must contact DHA
to enquire if a ‘G’ (Government) override is possible.
BOARD IF DOCS OK (8503)
Airlines should board the passenger/crew provided travel documents have been inspected and
found to be in order.
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If the travel documents are not in order and the check-in agent deems it inappropriate to board the
passenger, the check-in agent is required to send a cancellation transaction to notify DHA that the
passenger will not be travelling.
OVERRIDE ACCEPTED (8517)
The initial negative boarding directive has been overridden.

Airlines may allow the

passenger/crewmember to board.
BOARD WITH OWT (8519)
The passenger’s visa has been confirmed by APP to be valid. Airlines should verify that the
passenger has an outward ticket (return / onward) before allowing the passenger to board.
If the passenger does not have an outward ticket, he or she should not be permitted to board and
the check-in agent is required to send a cancellation transaction to notify DHA that the passenger
will not be travelling.
South Africa has commenced with the implementation of its electronic visa system (e-Visa) since 17
August 2021.
e-Visa is a virtual visa and can therefore not be visually inspected by airline personnel and their duly
appointed handling agents. APP authenticates e-Visas by returning boarding directive 8519 (Board
with OWT) to the airline. Successful applicants are also issued with a confirmation notice that could
be authenticated by scanning the QR code. However, confirmation notices should not be accepted
at face value.

CONTACT DHA (8590)
The passenger or crewmember must not be boarded, and the airline must contact the Department
of Home Affairs: Operational Centre (DHA:OC) to determine whether or not an override may be
provided. Where DHA:OC advises that the passenger may be boarded, airlines must re-submit the
transaction with a “G” (government) override code. Each unique override code is only valid for a
single leg of a flight.
On the rare occasion where the airline is unable to make contact with DHA:OC, either by telephone
or e-mail, the passenger should not be boarded.
Contact details for the Department of Home Affairs: Operational Centre can be found in
Attachment H.

3.2.2

Cancellation Responses

The following responses are received when a cancellation transaction is submitted.
CANCELLED (8505)
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This response confirms that the previous APP transaction for the passenger/crew has been
successfully cancelled.
NO RECORD (8506)
This response indicates that the previous APP transaction for the passenger/crew has not been
cancelled due to data mismatch. The check-in agent should ensure that the details in the
Cancellation transaction match exactly the details contained in the previous APP transaction and
should attempt the cancellation again.

3.2.3

Flight Close Responses

The following responses are received when a Manifest Request transaction is submitted:
MANIFEST REQUEST ACCEPTED AND QUEUED (8700)
This response indicates that the Manifest Request has been accepted and the flight has been
flagged as closed in APP.
ERROR (6231ZA): No movements found for this flight.
This response indicates that the flight has already been closed and no further action is required by
the check-in agent.

3.2.4

Flights not found by APP

Airlines are responsible to maintain flight schedules on the Government Gateway. The available
methods are as follows:
Airlines must send their flight schedule(s) directly to the APP Gateway utilising their MATIP
connection using the TIETAYT method (Liaison Software) for all scheduled and unscheduled flights.
This is the preferred method as this makes the submitted schedule(s) immediately available to the
airline on their DCS, especially in cases where flights occur out of the submitted schedule previously
submitted to the APP Gateway;
Airlines utilise the OAG to submit flight schedules. This method is used when there is sufficient time
to prepare for the flight as this has a delay of up to 7 days; or
alternatively schedule change requests may be send to SITA Service Desk. This method is not
highly recommended as this has a delay of up to 7 days.
Please refer to Attachment I.

3.3 APP Override Process
An override is a means for airlines to overcome a negative boarding directive and receive a positive
boarding directive for a passenger or crewmember in deserving cases. Not all negative boarding
directives will be overridden since the purpose of APP is to prevent undesirable persons from travelling.
There are two types of Override that an airline may use in APP systems worldwide:
‘A’ Override - which is an Airline initiated override; and
‘G’ Override - which is a government authorised override.
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In South African APP only ‘G’ Overrides are permitted.
If either an 8590: CONTACT DHA directive or an 8502 DO NOT BOARD directive is returned by South
African APP the check-in agent must contact the Department of Home Affairs: Operational Centre (DHA
OC) to discuss the case and obtain authority for an Override.

When an authority is granted by DHA OC the check-in agent may resubmit the transaction with a ‘G’
Override code. When the APP system processes the transaction it will search for the authority. If the
authority is found APP will respond with 8517 – OVERRIDE ACCEPTED.
If the authority is not found APP will respond with 6092 – OVERRIDE NOT AUTHORISED. This
response will occur either because the authority was not granted by DHA OC or there is a data mismatch
and APP cannot find the authority. The check-in agent should ensure that DHA OC has in fact granted
the override authority and also ensure that the details in the G Override transaction match exactly the
details contained in the previous APP transaction and should attempt the G Override again. Override
codes are unique for each transaction and may not be transferred from one passenger to another or
one leg of a journey to another, even for the same passenger.

3.4 System Down Procedures
The APP system is very stable, and is very seldom unavailable. However, communication problems
may occur that make it impossible to successfully complete APP transactions.
In the event of system unavailability, airlines should follow the following troubleshooting steps:
Contact its local help desk to determine whether the problem is caused by a local fault.
If not, the DHA Operational Centre should be contacted to determine if there is a global APP
ZA outage/maintenance or whether it is an airline specific issue (other airlines are able to
access APP).
If it is not one of the above, the SITA Service Desk should be contacted as follows:
Telephone: +1-514 282 6128
Please access http://www.sita.aero/customer-area to find your In-Country SITA Toll Free
number. Email: ssd.amm.gsl@sita.aero
If it is clear that the unavailability of the APP system will affect the boarding of the flight, the
airline should contact DHA Operational Centre (OC) to obtain an exemption from performing
APP for the flight;
In the event of a power failure or non APP related system problems, an airline may perform
APP transactions at another port, if possible;
If not possible, an airline should send a list of passenger data and flight header information to
the DHA OC;
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Where none of the above is possible, an airline should inform the DHA OC when they are offline and when online again, in order for the DHA OC to inform the ports that the relevant flight
is not on APP.

3.5 Annual Audit of Carrier Portal Users
Once a year - before the 31st of March - airlines must confirm their authorised users on the Carrier
Portal as still being active and that such access is still in line with their duties.
DHA will send an e-mail to all airlines with details of their members who reflect as active on the
APP to confirm whether the users are still employed at the airlines and tasked with submitting of
information to the system. Airlines will have 10 working days to comply.
DHA will deactivate the following users on the system:
no longer employed by the organization;
employed by the organization but is no longer tasked to submit information to the system; and
marked as active on the system but did not login on APP for more than 1 year.

Users who do not respond in time will also be made inactive on the system and airlines will have
to apply for access rights again when the user is needed.
Inactive user IDs may be re-used when an airline requests for the registration of a new user.

4

Administrative Fines
4.1 Conveyance fine
Any owner or person in charge of a conveyance shall ensure that the foreigner holds a valid passport
containing a valid visa, if required. Airlines that do not comply herewith will be liable to an
administrative fine to the prescribed amount of R15 000.00 per person.

4.2 Conveyance fine for non-compliance with APP
Airlines that fail to transmit accurate prescribed electronic information on the APP system shall be
issued with the following administrative fines:
Failure of conveyor to enable its system to comply with APP - R10 000,00 per movement of
conveyance;
Failure of conveyor to submit information on APP, or failure to submit it within the prescribed
time prior to boarding – R5 000,00 per passenger;
Failure to act in accordance with the boarding advice – R50 000,00 per passenger;
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Submission of false information to APP – R5 000,00 per passenger.

4.3 Appeal Process
An airline appealing against administrative fines forwards a request to the Director General
of DHA on an airline letterhead indicating the reason(s) for the appeal.
Appeals may be hand delivered or posted to DHA or e-mailed to the following addresses:
-

230 Johannes Ramokhoase Street, Pretoria;

-

Private Bag X114, Pretoria, 0001

-

e-mail address: Immigrationfinesappeals@dha.gov.za

The following supporting documents must accompany the appeal:
-

Copies of all the documents issued by Immigration Services;

-

Copies of the fraudulent documents and passports of the traveller(s) involved; and

-

Any other documents in support of the appeal.

The appeal must be submitted within ten (10) days of receiving the fine
It is recommended that airlines keep record of all appeals submitted to DHA for ease of
reference and follow-up if required

4.4 Payment of Administrative Fines
Administrative fines must be paid within 30 days after receiving the notification. Failure to pay
the said amount could lead to prosecution.
DHA Banking account details are as follows:
Bank:
Account Name:
Special Name:
Account number:
Branch:
Branch Code:
Account type:

ABSA
Department of Home Affairs
Home Affairs Deposit Account
10-4442-0071
Pretoria
632005
Cheque Account

Proof of payments of administrative fines to be sent to: Revenue.Volumes@dha.gov.za and
copy rhulani.mchavi@dha.gov.za and airline.liaison@dha.gov.za. The airline name and the
fine reference number(s) must be used as reference as they appear in the top right hand
corner of the DHA-1751 – Attachment J.
Airlines who submitted an appeal in respect of an administrative fine issued by DHA do not
have to pay the fine until the outcome of the appeal process has been communicated.
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5

APP Certification Process
Airlines that plan to operate to and from South Africa or airlines already operating to and from South
who decides to migrate from an existing DCS to a new DCS, needs to follow the prescribed
certification process as follows:
Airline informs DHA of their plan to operate to and from South Africa;
DHA provides the airline with a Service Indicator Form (SIF);
The airline returns the completed SIF to DHA accompanied by the APP authorisation letter
and the IATA letter confirming the airline’s IATA code;
DHA forwards the SIF to SITA to commence with the certification process;
SITA facilitates the certification process with the airline and informs DHA once the certification
process is finalised; and
DHA issues an APP certification letter to the airline
Attachment K contains a flow chart in respect of the DCS certification process and Attachment L
contains the Carrier Portal certification process.
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Attachment A: Passport Data Fields

1.Document /
Passport Number
(A00000001)
2.Issuing State
3.Family name
(Specimen)
1.Family name
(Specimen)

4.Nationality (ZAF)

2.Issuing State

Machine
Readable
Zone (MRZ)

3.Document /
Passport Number
(A00000001)

4.Nationality (ZAF)
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Attachment B: South African Travel Document samples
The current South African passport was introduced in April 2009. Old passports will remain valid until their
individual expiry dates.

NOTE: All passport number sequence formats accepted by the APP are marked in bold and italic.

Tourist Passport
Format: Booklet 88 x 125 mm with polycarbonate data page between the last page
and rear cover.
Number of pages: Regular - 32 & Maxi – 48
Colour of cover: Green with gold foil.
Number sequence: Starting with an alpha code “A” and eight digits. Maxi
Passport starting with the alpha code “M” and eight digits
Validity: Citizens 18 years and older: 10 years & Citizens younger than 18 years:
5 years.

Diplomatic Passport
Format: Booklet 88 x 125 mm with polycarbonate data page between the last page
and rear cover.
Number of pages: 32 or 48
Colour of cover: Burgundy with gold foil.
Number sequence: Starting with an alpha code “D” and eight digits.
Validity: 10 years.
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Official Passport
Format: Booklet 88 x 125 mm with polycarbonate data page between the last page
and rear cover.
Number of pages: 32
Colour of cover: Navy blue with gold foil.
Number sequence: Starting with an alpha code “E” and eight digits.
Validity: 5 years.

1951 Convention Travel Document
Format: Booklet 88 x 125 mm with polycarbonate data page between the last page
and rear cover.
Number of pages: 32
Colour of cover: Turquoise blue with gold foil.
Number sequence: Starting with an alpha code “R” and eight digits.
Validity: up to 4 years.
Introduced: November 2017

Emergency passport
Document type code: EP followed with seven
digits, which are laser perforated.
Validity: Valid for a maximum of 9 months for
a single trip – inbound only.
Number sequence: Starting with an alpha
code “EP” and seven digits.
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Document for Travel Purposes
Format: Booklet 88 x 125 mm with polycarbonate data page between the
last page and rear cover.
Number of pages: 32
Colour of cover: Black with gold foil.
Number sequence: Starting with an alpha code “T” and eight digits.

Old passport
Number sequence: Nine digits.

Valid until its expiry date
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Crew Member Certificate

Validity:
The new South African Crew Member Certificate (CMC) is valid for 10 years from date of issue, provided
the holder remains a crew member on international flights of the airline concerned. Should the holder
cease to be a crew member as referred to, the CMC must immediately be returned to the Department
of Home Affairs for cancellation.

Who qualifies:
Only South African citizens employed as crew members on international flights of airlines registered in
South Africa qualify for CMCs.

Codes:
Airline codes:

South African Airways
SA Express
SA Airlink
Federal Air
Fly Mango

SAA
EXY
LNK
FDR
JE

Occupation codes:

Pilot
Cabin crew

001
002
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Attachment C: Carrier Portal User ID Application Form

Insert Airline Logo

IMMIGRATION SERVICES: OPERATIONAL CENTRE
Tel.no. 012 406 4586

E-mail: APPService@dha.gov.za

CARRIER PORTAL USER REQUEST FORM
AIRLINE/COMPANY NAME: ________________________________________________________
FULL NAME OF APPLICANT: ________________________________________________________
PHONE CONTACT: ________________________________________________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS:
___________________________________________________________________
COMPLETE ONE (1) OF THE FOLLOWING SECURITY QUESTIONS:
1} Mother’s Maiden Name:
___________________________________________________________
2} High School:
_____________________________________________________________________
3} Place of Birth:
____________________________________________________________________
APPLICANT:
___________________
Signature

______________________
Date

THE REQUEST MUST BE APPROVED BY MANAGER
___________________
Signature

____________________
Date

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
User Registered By: _________________________________
Officials Name: _____________________________________
Signature: __________________________
___________________________
(supervisor)

Date:
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Attachment D: Carrier Portal User ID Password Reset
Application Form

Insert Airline Logo

CARRIER PORTAL USER
PASSWORD RESET FORM
E-mail: APPService@dha.gov.za
APPLICANT DETAILS
Airline
Surname
Names
Company Code
User
E-Mail Address
Telephone number
Date
Applicant Signature

SUPERVISOR DETAILS
Airline
Surname
Name
Telephone number
Date
Supervisor Signature

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Date Received:
User modified by:

Signature:

Date:
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Attachment E: Permanent Residence Permit (PR) Samples
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Attachment F: Letter in Lieu of a Permanent Residence
Permit
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Attachment G: Passport validity checks
Tips for detecting fraudulent documents
1.

Forgery and Imposter Detection
1.1

Compare the photograph with the face
Specific features or points of recognition must be taken into account, for example the shape of the
nose, the ears, the mouth, eyebrows, and the general shape of the head.

1.2

Age
Is it possible for the person presenting the passport to be as old as the passport indicates?

1.3

Signature
Where there is doubt, the comparison of the signature in the passport and on another paper should
eliminate such doubt.

1.4

Date of expiry
An expired document is the equivalent of no document at all.
Ensure: that the document is still valid;
that the expiry date has not been altered or tampered with.

2.

Suspicious signs
2.1 A suspicious sign could be seen as anything that appears to be abnormal. The following are a
few examples that could probably substantiate your initial suspicion:
Does the passenger:appear nervous
have little or no baggage or empty baggage
baggage doesn’t match period of travel
have unusual or illogical routing
have a one way or open ticket
appear unsuitably attired or not at ease for the class of travel
can he / she speak the language of the presented passport?
does the passenger travel through countries excluded from the validity of the passport?
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Attachment H: Contacts
South African Department of Home Affairs’ (DHA) Operational Centre:
(Operational 24 hour, seven days)



Telephone numbers:

+27 12 406 4586 (Hunting line)
+27 79 519 3157 (Mobile number)



E-mail address: appservice@dha.gov.za



Website address: www.dha.gov.za

SITA Service Desk (SSD):


Telephone number: +1-514 282 6128
Please access http://www.sita.aero/customer-area to find your In-Country SITA Toll Free
number.



E-mail address: ssd.amm.gsl@sita.aero

.
Link to Carrier Portal:
htpps//www.carriers.cborders.co.za
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Attachment I: Maintaining Flight Schedules
Purpose
This is a special facility for the APP System only. By use of a command line interface, an airline can
add unscheduled flights to the airline schedules held on the APP Communications Gateway.

Security Access
Any authorised airline user who has normal APP transaction access can use this facility.

Procedures
There are three procedures: display an existing flight schedule, load a new flight schedule and delete a
flight schedule.

1. Display a Flight Schedule
a.

Command format:

TIETAYT D/{flight number}

[INPUT]

b. Example input:
TIETAYT D/AO7913

[INPUT]

Key to example
TIETAYT

Name of the function

D

Required option (D for Display)

A07913

Flight Number

c. Example output:
SCHED. FOR AO7913
FROM

TO

CNS AU

KIX JP
****

EFF. 10/27/02-10/25/03
DEPT.
1230

FREQ. 1234567

ARR.
1915

END OF SCHEDULE

****
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2. Load a Flight Schedule
a. Command format:
TIETAYT A/{flight no}/{effective date}/{discontinue date}/{frequency}/
{origin port}/{local departure time}/{local arrival time}+1/{arrival port 1}/
{local departure time}+1/{local arrival time}+1/{arrival port 2}

[INPUT]

b. Example input:
TIETAYT A/SQ888/01JUN02/30OCT02/13567/
LAX/1235/1047+1/SYD/
1115+1/1305+1/MEL

[INPUT]

Key to example
TIETAYT

Name of the function

1235

The local departure time from the origin
port

A

The required option (A for Add)

1047

The local arrival time at the next port

SQ888

The flight to be added

+1

The date variation, if any (for a time)

01JUN02

The effective date

SYD

The first arrival port

30OCT02

The discontinue date

1115

The local departure time from this port

13567

The frequency (1=Monday, 7=Sunday,
etc)

1305

The local arrival time at the next port

LAX

The origin port

MEL

The second arrival port

c. Notes on Usage
i.
Any number of intermediate ports can be provided for a flight, but most unscheduled
international flights will have only origin and destination ports.
ii.
The date variation element is required only if the date differs from the date of departure
from the origin port. The date variation element can be either “+” or “*” to indicate the
following day or “-“ to indicate the previous day.
iii.
When normal airline schedules are updated on the APP System, any manually maintained
flight schedules will be overwritten and thus deleted. This update occurs once a week
(Friday morning 03:00hrs, Atlanta time). An airline must therefore repeat the process of
loading a schedule if it is needed beyond this weekly cycle.
iv.
An airline can only load and display flights which are operated by itself or its code share
partners.

3. Delete a Flight Schedule
a. Command format:
TIETAYT X/{flight no}/{effective date}/{discontinue date}/{frequency}
[INPUT]
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b. Example input:
TIETAYT X/SQ888/01JUN02/30OCT02/13567
[INPUT]
Key to example
TIETAYT

Name of the function

X

The required option (X for Delete)

SQ888

The flight to be deleted

01JUN02

The effective date

30OCT02

The discontinue date

13567

The frequency (1=Monday, 7=Sunday, etc)

4. Notes
a. Airline to use OAG to file their flight schedules. That automates the process for us, and
that is what most of the airlines do.
b. Contact information for OAG can be found on their web site here: http://www.oag.com/OAGContact-Details
c. Please note that SITA load OAG information twice a week (Mondays and Thursdays @ 23:00
GMT), so if you load the flights into OAG then will be received on the next Mon/Thurs.
d. If you experience any problems, please contact ssd.amm.gsl@sita.aero
e. If an airline cannot find a way to get their ad hoc flight schedules into OAG, then airline to
provide their flight schedule information in the following format to ssd.amm.gsl@sita.aero:
Single Segment Flight Example:
TIETAYT A/EO1234/01JAN13/31DEC13/1234567/XXX/0100/0500+1/YYY
Multiple Segment Flight Example:
TIETAYT A/EO1234/01JAN13/31DEC13/1234567/XXX/0100/0500+1/YYY/0600+1/1200+1/ZZZ
Where
- EO1234

is the flight number being requested

- 01JAN13 is the effective date of the flight schedule
- 31DEC13 is the discontinue date of the flight schedule
- 1234567 is the frequency number or numbers
- XXX

is the three-character departure station code for the first segment

- 0100

is the local departure time from station XXX

- 0500

is the local arrival time into station YYY

- +1

is the date offset used only if the arrival time is on the next day.

- YYY

is the three-character arrival station code for the first segment

If there is more than one segment in the flight, just add additional sections in the following format:

f.

- 0600

is the departure time for the second segment (if one exists)

- 1200

is the arrival time at into station ZZZ

- ZZZ

is the three-character arrival station for the second segment

The APP error that you will notice if flight is not loaded into the system: ERROR (5625):
Matching flight schedule not found
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Attachment J: DHA-1751: Notice of Administrative Fine
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Attachment K: APP DCS Certification Process
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Attachment L: APP Carrier Portal Certification Process

APP South Africa Carrier Portal Certification Process
DHA
CAB
CSM

Department of Home Affairs
SITA Change Advisory Board
SITA CSM for DHA

GG
QA
PROD

Government Gateway
QA / Staging
Production

DCS Certification for APP South Africa
01
(ZA) is successfully completed.

CSM provide test cases to airline
SPOC.

02

Airline complete Carrier Portal tests
and send to CSM.

03

No
04
All test case passed

Yes
CSM forward test results to DHA.

05

Attachment M: South African Visa Samples
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RSA Visa (old)
Sample of a visa label:
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Specimen of new visa labels:
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Specimen of Critical Skills visa label:

Specimen: Substitution of Temporary Residence Permit (Accredited Diplomat)

Samples of new visa labels: Zimbabwe Special Permit (ZSP)
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Study Visa

Work Visa

Business Visa
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Samples of new visa labels: Lesotho Special Permit (LSP)

Guide to the alpha numeric characters at the end of the LSP control number:
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DD – Study Visa;
EE – Work Visa; and
FF – Business Visa
Samples of changes to printed visa labels
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Samples of new visa labels: Angola Special Permit (ASP)

Note: Unlike the ZSP and LSP visas, the ASP visa is printed on a normal visa
label. Refer to specimen on page 38.
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Attachment N: Visa exemptions
PASSPORT HOLDERS WHO ARE EXEMPT FROM VISAS
FOR SOUTH AFRICA
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
1. The holder of a national South African passport, travel document or document for travel
purposes does not require a port of entry visa to enter the country,
2. A staff member of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) who travel on
a SADC laissez-passer does not require a port of entry visa for bona fide official business
visits up to 90 days and when in transit.
3. Holders of United Nations Laissez-passers; volunteers attached to the United Nations;
persons involved in any United Nations agency and persons performing services on behalf
of the United Nations, including their spouses, dependent relatives and other members of
their households, do not require port of entry visas when visiting the Republic for periods
not exceeding 90 days, including official visits, transit or when applying for accreditation
for placement at a UN mission in the Republic: Provided they are in possession of the
relevant letters or identification documents to identify themselves at ports of entry as
personnel of a United Nations agency.
4. Members of foreign military forces attending any military related matters with the South
African National Defence Force do not require port of entry visas or study visas,
irrespective of their duration of stay, provided that they are in possession of valid passports
and letters of invitation by the South African National Defence Force, as well as letters of
consent from the military force of which they are members.
5. Foreign commercial heavy-duty vehicle drivers from Lesotho, Botswana, Kingdom of
Eswatini, Namibia, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi do not require port of entry visas when
entering the Republic, provided their visits do not exceed the period for which their
respective countries enjoy visa free entry and on condition that they can produce a letter
confirming their employment with a transport company abroad. Visitor’s visas in terms of
section 11(1)(a) of the Immigration Act, with authorisation to conduct work in terms of
section 11(2) of the said Act, may be issued for the period of the visa exemption status of
the respective country, which period may not exceed 90 days at a time.
6. General Work Visas are not required by foreign commercial heavy duty vehicle drivers
who are employed by South African companies and originate from countries which enjoy
visa free movement into South Africa, on condition that they can produce a letter
confirming their employment on entry. In accordance with a High Court ruling by the North
Gauteng High Court on 31 March 2011, foreign commercial heavy duty vehicle drivers
may be issued with visitor’s visas in terms of section 11(1)(a) of the Immigration Act, with
authorisation to conduct work in terms of section 11(2) of the said Act for the period of
their countries’ visa exemption status, which period may not exceed 90 days at a time.
7. With effect from 18 December 2015 travellers, with the exception of deportees, who transit
through O R Tambo International Airport; Cape Town International Airport; King Shaka
International Airport and Lanseria International Airport do not require transit visas as
contemplated in section 10B(4)(a) of the Immigration Act, 2002 (Act No 13 of 2002).
However, transiting passengers will be subjected to biometric capturing. Deportees
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transiting at any port of entry are required to be in possession of a transit visa at all times
and must be escorted.
8. The attached Schedule outlines national passport holders from countries who are exempt
from port of entry visa requirements, the category of passport holders who are exempt from
port of entry visa requirements and the period for which such visa exemption applies.
Where a national passport holder of a specific country is required to be in possession of a
port of entry visa to proceed to South Africa, the list also outlines whether or not an
administrative processing fee is payable or not. Please note that countries marked with an
asterisk are only subject to visa fees if the intended visit exceeds thirty (30) days:
9. All travellers to South Africa are advised that if you are the holder of a national passport
of a country whose passport holders are exempt from visa requirements, but your individual
visa exemption has been officially withdrawn, a port of entry visa application must be
submitted through the South African Embassy/ High Commission/ Consulate General in
your country of origin or of long-term residence.
Issued on 27 OCTOBER 2021

Visa Exemption List
Passport Type
COUNTRY
Visa
NAME/ORGANISATIONS Diplomatic Official Service Ordinary Special Fees
African Union Laissez Passer
90 Days
No
African Development Bank
90 Days
No
Laissez-Passers
120
120
Albania (Republic of)
120 Days
Yes
Days
Days
Algeria
30 Days 30 Days 30 Days
No
Andorra (Principality of)
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
Yes
90 Days
Angola (Republic of)
90 Days 90 Days
Yes
P/A
Anguilla
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
Yes
Antigua and Barbuda
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
No
Argentina
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
No
Australia
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
Yes
Austria (Republic of)
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
Yes
Bahamas
30 Days
Yes
Barbados
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
No
Belarus (Republic of)
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
Yes
Belgium
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
Yes
Belize*
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
Yes
Benin (Republic of)*
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
Yes
Bermuda
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
No
Bolivia, Plurinational State of
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
No
Botswana
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
No
Brazil
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
No
British Antarctic Territory
90 Days
Yes
British Indian Ocean Territory
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
Yes
British Virgin Island
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
No
Bulgaria (Republic of)
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
Yes
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Canada
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Chile
China (People’s Republic of)
Comoros (Union of)
Congo (Democratic Republic of)
Costa Rica
Croatia (Republic of)
Cuba (Republic of)
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark (Kingdom of)
Ducie and Oeno Islands
Ecuador
Egypt
Ethiopia (The Federal
Democratic Republic of
Falkland Islands
Finland (Republic of)
France (Republic of)
Gabon (Republic of)*
Germany (Federal Republic of)
Ghana (Republic of)
Gibraltar
Greece (Hellenic Republic of)
Guernsey
Guinea (Republic of)
Guyana
Henderson
Hong Kong
(SpecialAdministrative Region
of China)*

90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days

90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days

90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days

90 Days

90 Days

Yes

90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days

90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 90 Days
30 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

30 Days

30 Days

Yes

Hungary

120 Days

Iceland (Republic of)
India
Indonesia (Republic of)
Ireland
Isle of Man
Israel
Italy (Republic of)
Ivory Coast (Republic of Còte
D’Ivoire)
Jamaica
Japan
Jersey
Jordan
Kenya (Republic of)*

30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days

30 Days

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days

120
120
30 Days
Days
Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 90 Days
30 Days 30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

30 Days

30 Days 30 Days

Yes

90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days

90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days
90 Days 90 Days

90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days

No

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
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Kingdom of Eswatini
(Swaziland)
Lesotho (Kingdom Of)
Liberia
Liechtenstein
Luxembourg (Grand Duchy of)
Macau
Madagascar (Republic of)
Malawi
Malaysia*
Maldives
Mali (Republic of)
Malta
Mauritius
Mexico
Monaco (Principality of)
Montserrat
Morocco (Kingdom of)
Mozambique (Republic of)
Namibia
Netherlands (The Kingdom of)
New Zealand
Niger
Nigeria (Republic of)
Norway
Panama (Republic of)
Paraguay
Peru
Pitcairn Islands
Poland (Republic of)
Portugal (Republic of)
Qatar (State of)
Republic of Korea (South
Korea)*
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda (Republic of)
SADC laissez-passers
Saint Helena, Ascension and
Tristan da Cunha,Gough Island
Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines
San Marino (Republic of)
São Tomé and Príncipe
(Democratic Republic of)
Saudi Arabia (Kingdom of)

30 Days

30 Days

30 Days

No

30 Days
30 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
30 Days 30 Days 30 Days
P/A
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
30 Days 30 Days 30 Days
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days 30 Days
90 Days
30 Days 30 Days 30 Days
P/A
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
120
120
120 Days
90 Days
Days
Days
30 Days 30 Days
30 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days 30 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days

No
Yes
No
Yes
No

30 Days

30 Days

30 Days

Yes

90 Days
90 Days
30 Days

90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
30 Days 30 Days
90 Days

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

90 Days

90 Days

90 Days

Yes

90 Days

90 Days

90 Days

No

90 Days

90 Days

90 Days

Yes

90 Days

Yes

90 Days

Yes

30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Senegal

90 Days

90 Days 90 Days

Seychelles

30 Days

30 Days

Singapore (Republic of)
Slovak Republic
South Georgia and the South
Sandwich Islands
Spain (Kingdom of)
Sweden
Switzerland

90 Days
90 Days

90 Days
90 Days 90 Days

90 Days

90 Days

90 Days

No

90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
P/A
90 Days

90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
P/A
90 Days 90 Days

90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
P/A
30 Days

Yes
No
No

90 Days

Yes

Tanzania (United Republic of)
Thailand (Kingdom of)*
Trinidad and Tobago (Republic
of)
Tunisia (Republic of)
Turkey (Republic of)*
Turks and Caicos Islands
Uganda (Republic of)
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland
United Nations Lasse Passer
United States of America
Uruguay
Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic
of)
Vietnam (Republic of)
Virgin Islands (British)
Zambia
Zimbabwe

90 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days

No
90 Days
P/A
90 Days

90 Days 90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
30 Days
30 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days

No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

90 Days
90 Days

90 Days
90 Days 90 Days 90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days

No
Yes
No

90 Days

90 Days

90 Days

Yes

90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
P/A
90 Days

90 Days 90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
90 Days
P/A
P/A
90 Days
90 Days

Yes
No
No
No

Special Notes
Diplomatic, Official and Service Passport holders do not pay VISA FEES
Angola (Republic of)
Germany (Federal Republic of)

Kenya (Republic of)

United States of America

Each visit not to exceed 30 days
Except diplomatic passport holders who are due to
assume duty at the Embassy and Consulates of
Germany in South Africa, require visas for
accreditation purposes
Including civil servants holding ordinary passports
travelling for official government business
Except diplomatic passport holders who are due to
assume duty at the Embassy and Consulates of the
USA in South Africa, require visas for
accreditation purposes
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Belize*
Benin (Republic of)*
Gabon (Republic of)*
Hong Kong (SpecialAdministrative
Region of China)*
Kenya (Republic of)*
Malaysia*
Republic of Korea (South Korea)*
Thailand (Kingdom of)*
Turkey (Republic of)*

Please note that countries marked with an asterisk
are only subject to visa fees if the intended visit
exceeds thirty (30) days:
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Attachment O: Acronyms
API

Advance Passenger Information

APP

Advance Passenger Processing

ALO

Airline Liaison Officer

DHA

Department of Home Affairs

MRTD

Machine Readable Travel Document

MRZ

Machine Readable Zone

DHA:OC

Department of Home Affairs: Operational Centre
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Department of Home Affairs
Operational Centre
Telephone number: +27 12 406 4586
DHA website: www.dha.gov.za
Carrier Portal: https://www.carriers.cborders.co.za
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